Subject: Use of Europe Media Monitor tools (EMM)

Dear [Name],

I would like to confirm our readiness to collaborate with the National Service for Protection.

The EMM team is open to work with your service to ensure that the security measures you will apply for the events hosted by your country during its Presidency of the Council can benefit from the additional intelligence provided by our Europe Media Monitor.

To this end, participation of one or more NSP officers to the next OSINT/EMM workshop is indeed advised. The event includes trainings about both Open Source Intelligence suite (OSINT) and Europe Media Monitor (EMM) tools. This would also give us the opportunity to start discussing your needs and to identify how EMM technology can best support you.

Best regards,

[Name]

Cc: (JRC.I.3) (JRC.I) (Chief expert, NSP) (JRC.I.3)